Abstract. Let G be finite group and K a number field or a p-adic field with ring of integers O K . In the first part of the manuscript we present an algorithm that computes the relative algebraic
Introduction
Let G denote a finite group. The study of the locally free class group cl(Z[G]) has been to a very large extent motivated by questions and conjectures arising in the field of Galois module theory. Among the large amount of existing work we mention Fröhlich's conjecture (proved by Martin Taylor [19] ) on the Galois module structure of rings of integers in tame Galois extensions of number fields and the Ω-conjectures of Chinburg [9] , extending and generalizing Fröhlich's conjecture.
The locally free class group cl(Z [G] ) is the subject of the following exact sequence which is a truncation of the K-theory exact sequence of the functor ⊗ Z R from projective Z[G]-modules to R[G]-modules, Among this large body of work we mention the Equivariant Tamagawa Number Conjecture of Bloch and Kato, and in particular its equivariant refinement due to Burns and Flach. In special cases (namely for Tate motives) these conjectures refine and generalize the conjectures of Fröhlich and Chinburg mentioned above, cf. [7] , [4] , [6] . Stark-type conjectures imply the validity of the Equivariant Tamagawa Number conjectures modulo the rational subgroup
It is therefore of particular interest to study K 0 (Z[G], Q). Let K be a number field and write O K for its ring of algebraic integers. In [2] , Boltje and the first named author described an algorithm for the explicit computation of the locally free class group cl(O K [G] ). This algorithm was implemented in MAGMA for the case K = Q. Extending the methods of loc.cit., we derive an explicit description of the relative group K 0 (O K ). Finally, we describe how to compute the natural induction, restriction and quotient maps with respect to our explicit description of the relative group.
All algorithms have been implemented in MAGMA for K = Q. We conclude the first part of the manuscript with some remarks on this implementation. The source code and tables of numerical results are available from http://www.mathematik.uni-kassel.de/~bley/pub.html. The second part of this manuscript is motivated by the following two observations.
(a) There were few theoretical results for checking the correctness of our implementation. (b) Our numerical results clearly show that for certain types of groups, namely dihedral and generalized quaternion groups, one could expect nice and systematic results. We recall that the relative group that we target has a prime-by-prime decomposition
where the coproduct extends over all non-zero prime ideals p of O K . Each of the groups K 0 (O Kp [G] , K p ) is finitely generated and modulo torsion is simply described.
(It is naturally isomorphic to the character group of G over K p .) The more difficult and interesting part is its torsion subgroup,
By using sequences derived from cartesian squares and the special opportunities afforded by twisted group rings (extending the methods of [21] ) we prove the following results. Our methods of proof apply to a much larger class of groups and we refer the reader to Theorem 8.15 for a general result on metacyclic groups. As a further example we state projective dimension (see [1, p. 432] ). It then follows from the Chinese Remainder Theorem that, for K global, we have the following decompositions induced by the localisation functors:
. Here the products run over all the non-zero prime ideals p of O K .
Remark 2.1. We choose our notation "DT(A)" because (see Theorem 2.4(iii)) for a group ring A, at least, DT(A) bears a similar relation to
If ρ : R → S is a ring homomorphism we write k i (ρ) : K i (R) → K i (S) for the homomorphisms induced by S⊗ R . We recall ([1, VII 5.3 or IX 6.3]) that our relative group, as this name suggests, fits into the exact sequence of the functor A⊗ A : P(A) → P(A):
We make considerable use of the reduced norm nr = nr A : A × → C × and its extension and restriction to K 1 (A) and K 1 (A), which we shall also denote nr. In view of (2) our work on the relative group will be almost exclusively with local orders, even if we keep a global order in mind. We now group together a number of the local results to which we shall need to refer. Recall that SK 1 (A) is the kernel of the reduced norm on K 1 (A).
Theorem 2.2. In the local case:
(i) nr :
. This is natural with respect to extension of order: if B is an order containing A then we have a commutative square. [18] , SK 1 (A) = {0} (but this case is due to Nakayama and Matsushima [15] ).
(ii) n A is the composition of the two isomorphisms
The naturality follows from the fact that [
Part (ii) is a little unsatisfactory as it involves the rather ad hoc δ A (K 1 (A)) (though this may be nicely described as the subgroup of triples involving only free modules). The situation for group rings is neater. Theorem 2.3. In the local case, if A is a group ring or a maximal order then (i) In (3), k 0 (λ) is an isomorphism and so
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.3(i) (after a certain amount of diagram chasing) that, in the global case, if A is a group ring or a maximal order then the cokernel of δ A consists of the locally trivial elements of K 0 (A), that is cl(A), the locally free class group. So we have an exact sequence
We can now give a formula for DT(A) in terms of reduced norms.
Theorem 2.4. In the local case:
, and this group is finite.
The map on relative groups induced by ring extension (M⊗ A ) from A to a maximal order gives an exact sequence
Proof. Note first that by (3) and Theorem 2.2(vi), DT(A) ⊆ δ A (K 1 (A)) so that DT(A) = δ A (K 1 (A)) tors . By Theorem 2.2(ii) and Corollary 2.3, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and vertical isomorphisms (the one on the left being forced by the other two):
We find (recall that the conductor f was chosen above) that
and we have parts (i) and (iii). Morover, since I(C) is torsion free, (5) splits and part (iv) follows. Also, part (ii) follows from part (i) and Theorem 2.2(iv).
In the global case A p is a maximal order for all but finitely many maximal ideals p of O K so we have from (2): Corollary 2.5. In the global case, also, DT(A) is finite.
We now give a description of DT(A) in terms of calculable finite groups. Recall we have chosen a conductor f for A relative to M and that g = f ∩ C. Theorem 2.6. (i) The reduced norm on A induces a homomorphism
(ii) We have a canonical isomorphism DT(A) ∼ −→ cok(µ). In the local case it is induced by n A .
Proof. We consider the local case first.
(
Thus the reduced norm induces a map
and hence the map µ of (i).
(ii) We can now construct a diagram with exact rows:
where µ factors via µ and has the same image since the map from (A/f) × to K 1 (A/f) is surjective (the ring is semilocal). Now, since the left hand vertical map is surjective the cokernels of the other two are isomorphic. By Theorem 2.4(i) the cokernel of the central arrow is canonically isomorphic to DT (A).
In the global case, for each maximal ideal p of O K the work above gives us maps
and then isomorphisms induced by the Chinese Remainder Theorem give us our homomorphism µ as the composite
Thus we obtain the composite isomorphism:
2.2. Local decomposition and uniformising parameters. In this section, continuing with the assigments and notation established above, we assume the global case (so K is a finite extension of Q) and set up notation to deal with the decomposition of A and the further decomposition of A p for maximal ideals p of O K . We finish by describing how, in the case where A is a group ring, we set up an explicit isomorphism between K 0 (A p , K p ) and I(C p ) × cok(µ p ).
The primitive idempotents of C = Z(A) will be denoted by e 1 , . . . , e r . For i = 1, . . . , r, we set A i := Ae i . Then
is a decomposition into the indecomposable ideals A i of A. Each A i is a K-algebra with identity element e i . By Wedderburn's Theorem, the centers K i := Z(A i ) are finite field extensions of K via K → K i , α → αe i , and we have K-algebra
Since M is a maximal O K -order of A, it contains the central idempotents e i and decomposes
In the following p will usually stand for a maximal ideal of O K . For an O Kmodule M we write M p for the completion at p. We let 
involving various completions, where, for given i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, P runs through all maximal ideals of O Ki dividing p and A i,P is defined as (A i ) P . More generally, for any O Ki -submodule L i of A i , we denote by L i,P the P-adic completion of L i . Using the above isomorphism, we will often write elements of J(A), resp. A p , as tuples (a i,P ) i,P , where P ranges over all maximal ideals of O Ki , resp. over those that contain p. Similarly we denote by J(C) the group of idèles of C. Again one has a canonical isomorphism
and we will write elements in J(C), resp. C p , often in the form (α i,P ) i,P . Although the torsion subgroup DT(A) of K 0 (A, K) is its most interesting part, we need to be able to deal with the whole of K 0 (A, K) ∼ = p K 0 (A p , K p ) for most applications. In the following proposition we give the way in which we will represent K 0 (A p , K p ) in the case where A is a group ring. (This will do in any case where δ Ap is surjective but, in general, the more varied possibilities for local projectives will need to be taken into account.) We put g i,p for the p-part, (g i ) p ∩ K i , of g i and we will use the decomposition:
for some finite group G. For each pair (i, P) as in (13) we choose an element π i,P ∈ O Ki which projects to a uniformizing element in K i,P and is congruent to 1 modulo g P for each other prime P above p in K i /K. Then (with µ p as in (7)) we have isomorphisms
, where n Ap is the natural isomorphism of Theorem 2.2(ii) andφ is induced by
(using the localisation of the decomposition (11) on the left and the decomposition (14) on the right).
Proof. From the diagram (6), by implementing the conclusions of Theorems 2.4(iii), 2.3(i) and 2.6(ii), we have a diagram with exact rows (and canonical maps):
The rows split, since the right hand groups are torsion free, and any splitting of the map I will give an isomorphism between C × p /nr(A × p ) and I(C p ) × cok(µ p ). Our isomorphism,φ, is given by the splitting which sends the ideal corresponding to the pair (j, P) to (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ ⊕ i K i , where a i = 1 except a j = π j,P .
Remark 2.8. Since I(C) ∼ = p I(C p ), isomorphisms from (15), (2) and (8) show
3. An algorithm for the computation of K 0 (A, K)
We keep the notation of section 2 but from here until section 8, we take K to be an algebraic number field and A = O K [G] for some finite group G. In this section we present an algorithm which computes K 0 (A p , K p ). By (2) it is straightforward to combine this algorithm for various p to obtain K 0 (A, K). The algorithm presented here has been implemented in Magma, cf. [14] , however only for K = Q. We expect it to be straightforward to extend it to arbitrary K.
Input: We assume that we are given a number field K, its ring of integers R := O K and a finite group G. We let A denote the R-order R[G].
it is explained how one can compute the character fields K i , i = 1, . . . , r, and the two-sided ideal f. From this the ideals g of O C and g i of O Ki are easily deduced.
We use Algorithm 4.8.17 of [10] to compute the p-part g i,p of g i and then we can use the decomposition (14) 
, where F is a field of characteristic zero. Let E be an extension of F containing |G|th roots of 1 and let X be the set of irreducible characters of G over E. (These can, of course, be calculated from the characters of G over C.) For each χ ∈ X, let e χ and A χ = e χ E[G] be the idempotent and irreducible component of
If we choose an E-isomorphism ρ χ : A χ ∼ = Mat dχ (E) then the reduced norm of a matrix N = (n ij ) ∈ A χ is given by
As in [3, Sec. 3.2], we want to calculate this without calculating a matrix representation ρ χ . We can do this by using the fact that we can easily calculate the trace of ρ χ (b) for an element b ∈ E[G]. In fact for g ∈ G, χ(g) = Tr(ρ χ (g)). So, extending χ linearly to E[G] we obtain Tr(ρ χ (c)) = χ(c) for all c ∈ E[G] and therefore
or, more generally for a natural number k,
where n (k) ij is the matrix N k . Of course, in (18) we have the sum of the kth powers of the eigenvalues of ρ χ (N ) and from these sums we can recover the elementary symmetric functions in the eigenvalues, including det(ρ χ (N )), by recursively applying Newton's formulae. More explicitly, let λ 1 , . . . , λ sdχ denote the eigenvalues of ρ χ (N ). We set s k := λ k i and write σ k for the elementary symmetric functions (so σ sdχ = λ i is the reduced norm which we aim to compute). Then
Recall the definition of µ p given in (7) . In Subsection 3.2 we computed a set of generators of This concludes the algorithm for the computation of DT(A p ).
3.5. Computation of uniformizing elements. We must choose uniformizing elements as in Proposition 2.7. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and each prime ideal P of O Ki lying above p we compute a uniformizing elementπ i,P and solve the system of simultanous congruences
This concludes the algorithm for the computation of K 0 (A p , K p ).
Discrete logarithms in the relative group
From the algorithm described in Section 3 we obtain K 0 (A p , K p ) as the direct product of cok(µ p ), which is presented as an abstract finite abelian group, and the finitely generated free abelian group I(C p ). Recall that we identified I(C p ) and i P π
In this section we develop an algorithm which computes a representative of [P p , ϕ p , Q p ] in terms of the explicit presentation produced by the algorithm of Section 3.
4.1.
Outline of the algorithm. The algorithm essentially consists of the following four steps.
Step 1 Compute A p -bases ν 1 , . . . , ν m and ω 1 , . . . , ω m of P p and Q p .
Step 2 Compute the matrix S ∈ Gl m (A) such that
Step 3 Compute the reduced norm nr(S) = (λ 1 , . . . , λ r ) ∈ Z(A p ).
Step 4 Read nr(S) in I(C p ) × cok(µ p ).
We briefly explain Steps 2 to 4.
Step 2 is basically linear algebra and needs no further explanations. For Step 3 we can apply one of the two algorithms of Subsection 3.3 and Step 4 is completely explained by Proposition 2.7.
In the next subsection we focus on Step 1, the computation of the local bases.
4.2.
Computation of a local basis. Let P be a locally free A-module and p a non-zero prime ideal of O K . Let F = O K /p denote the residue class field. Then B := A/pA is a finitely generated F -algebra and P/pP is a free B-module. Let J = J(B) denote the Jacobson radical of B. We setB := B/J andP := (P/pP )/J(P/pP ). Ifω 1 , . . . ,ω m ∈P is aB-basis ofP , then Nakajama's lemma (applied twice) implies that any lift ω 1 , . . . , ω m ∈ P ofω 1 , . . . ,ω m is an A p -basis of P p . Algorithms for the computation of Jacobson radicals of associative algebras over finite fields are, for example, discussed in [12, Sec. 2.3] or [13] .
The algebraB is semisimple and thus isomorphic to a direct product of matrix rings M s (E), where E is a finite field extension of F . The field E and the matrix rings M s (E) can be computed by combining the algorithms in [12, Sec. 2.4 and 2.5]. TheB-moduleP decomposes according to the decomposition ofB. We are therefore left with the following problem: Given a matrix algebra M = Mat s (E) over a (finite) field E and a free M -module X, compute an M -basis of X.
We let e kl denote the matrix (α ij ) ∈ M with α ij = 0 for (i, j) = (k, l) and α kl = 1. Using basic linear algebra we compute an E-basis ν 1 , . . . , ν ms of e 11 X, where here m is the M -rank of X. We set w k = e 11 ν (k−1)s+1 + . . . + e s1 ν ks , k = 1, . . . , m. Proof. Clearly M w 1 + . . . + M w m ⊆ X. For the inverse inclusion we note that X = e 11 X ⊕ . . . ⊕ e ss X. Since e ii X = e i1 e 11 e 1i X ⊆ e i1 e 11 X it suffices to prove e 11 X ⊆ M w 1 + . . . + M w m . This is immediate from e 1j w k = e 11 ν (k−1)s+j = ν (k−1)s+j .
Discrete logarithms in the class group
In this Section we describe an approach how to solve the discrete logarithm problem in cl(A) algorithmically. For that purpose we first briefly recall the main result of [2] which gives an explicit description of cl(A) in terms of a certain ray class group.
We denote by I g = I g (C) the group of fractional O C -ideals of C that are coprime to g and have
. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we write ∞ i for the formal product over real archimedian places τ : K i → R such that A ⊗ Ki,τ R is a full matrix ring over the quaternions, and we define the 'ray modulo g∞' by
, for all i = 1, . . . , r} .
Note that P + g is a subgroup of I g . The main result of [2] shows that
where ν is induced by the reduced norm. Let P be a finitely generated locally free A-module of rank d. We want to compute (P ) = [P ] − d[A] ∈ cl(A) as an element of the right hand side in (19) . We assume that we can compute an A-basis of P ⊗ R K, which in many applications is easy (compared to the problem of computing integral basis). Equivalently, we may assume that P ⊆ A d . Since we already know how to solve the discrete logarithm problem in the relative groups K 0 (A p , K p ), the strategy is clear: we consider the element ω = [P, id,
and it suffices for us to solve the discrete logarithm problems for
In fact, we only need to consider the finite set of prime ideals p such that v p ([A d : P ] O K ) = 0, since ω p = 0 for any other prime ideal. It remains to provide, for a prime ideal p, an explicit description of the map
Let
with elements ξ i ∈ O Ki,p /g i,p × , i = 1, . . . , r. We choose lifts η i ∈ O Ki of the elements ξ i and consider
where the product extends over all primes P of O Ki above p. Let now Step 1 Compute β ∈ K ×+ i such that
Step 2 Compute the ideal 
Induction, restriction and quotient map
For the moment we let R be an integral domain with quotient field K. Let E/K be a field extension and S a subgroup of the finite group G.
We recall that we have canonical homomorphisms
If S is a normal subgroup we put Σ := G/S. In this case we also have
We resume the notation of the previous sections, so K denotes a number field as before. The aim of this section is to compute res, ind and quot in terms of given explicit descriptions of the relative groups as products as in Proposition 2.7. For a fixed subgroup S we let C , f , g etc. denote the data with respect to the order O K [S]. We write Irr(S) for the set of absolutely irreducible characters of S. We fix a Galois extension E of K which is a splitting field for both S and G. Then Gal(E/K) acts on Irr(S) and we write Irr K (S) for a fixed set of orbit representatives. For χ ∈ Irr(S) we let K χ denote the field generated over K by the values of χ. With these notations one has
where the product over τ extends over all embedings τ : K χ → E, respectively, and the bottom map is given by
If G denotes a finite group and ψ and χ are two (virtual) characters of G, then ψ, χ G denotes the standard scalar product. For a subgroup S of G and a character ψ of S we write ind 6.1. Restriction. We recall that res
be an element which is represented by (a,ξ) ∈ I(C p ) × cok(µ p ), as in Proposition 2.7. Recall that this representation depends on the choice of uniformizing elements π i,P for the primes P of O Ki lying above p. We want to construct res G S (ω) as an element of
where C , µ p , f and g are chosen or defined with respect to O K [S] as C, µ p , f and g have been for
with elements ξ i ∈ O Ki,p /g i,p × , i = 1, . . . , r. From the explicit description of the map ϕ in Proposition 2.7 we derive the following recipe. We choose lifts η i ∈ O Ki which are coprime to P for all P | p and consider the elements
We now map (β 1 , . . . , β r ) to χ∈Irr(G) E using (20) and call the image (α χ ) χ∈Irr(G) . Applying the map res G S as in (21) we obtain an element (γ ψ ) ψ∈Irr(S) . By general theory (γ ψ ) ψ∈Irr(S) is an element (γ 1 , . . . , γ r ) of the subgroup ψ∈Irr K (S) K ψ .
Again by the recipe of Proposition 2.7 we now interpret (γ 1 , . . . , γ r ) as an element of I p (C ) × cok(µ p ).
Induction. We recall that ind
The computation of the induction map is now completely analogous to the computation of the restriction map.
6.3. Quotient. In this subsection the subgroup S is assumed to be normal and we let C , f , g , etc., denote the data with respect to the order
The map quot
Again, given this explicit description, the computation of the quotient map is completely analogous to the computation of the restriction map.
Computational results
In this Section we briefly recount some of the machine computations which we performed in order to check the correctness of our implementation. For more computational results the interested reader is referred to http://www.mathematik.uni-kassel.de/~bley/pub.html. For cyclic groups G = C p , p a rational prime, one has K 0 (Z p [G], Q p ) tors C p−1 . We checked this for p ≤ 23.
Let D n denote the dihedral group of order 2n. For odd n it is known that K 0 (Z 2 [D n ], Q 2 ) tors is trivial. This was confirmed by our implementation for n ≤ 23. For primes p one has K 0 (Z p [D p ], Q p ) tors C p−1 , which we also checked for p ≤ 23.
We computed K 0 (Z p [Q 4n ], Q p ) tors for n ≤ 25 and p dividing 4n, where Q 4n denotes the generalized quaternion group of order 4n. In all cases where we have theoretical results by Theorem 1.1 our machine computations gave the correct result.
For G = A 4 , the alternating group, we computed
obtaining the correct results (see Theorem 1.2). We used the results of Breuning [5, Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.8] to test our implementations of induction and restriction.
In order to verify the correctness of the implementation of the discrete logarithm algorithm in both the relative group and the locally free class group we computed the discrete logarithm of certain Swan modules. Concretely, we computed the Swan subgroup of the locally free classgroup in the situations of [8, Theorems (53.13) , (53.14), (53.16), (53.19)] for a list of small groups, each time obtaining the correct result.
Some theoretical computations
In this section, to keep the number of brackets to a minimum we write RG, rather than R[G] for a group ring.
If A is an order in a semi-simple p-adic algebra A, we will take the isomorphism n A of Theorem 2.4(i) as an identification so that
We denote by π A the canonical epimorphism from O × C to DT(A). As usual we write SK 1 (A) for the kernel of the reduced norm nr A :
Theorem 8.1. Let p be a prime and let
be a cartesian square of rings (with at least one of ρ 1 and ρ 2 surjective) where B, A 1 and A 2 are Z p -orders in semisimple Q p -algebras B, A 1 and A 2 , respectively, and T is finite.
(i) Then we have an exact sequence
Assume that B = A 1 ⊕ A 2 (with π 1 and π 2 the projections so that B ⊆ A 1 ⊕ A 2 ) and, for i = 1, 2, let
Proof. (i) We have a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns:
where the second row is the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for the square, c.f. [1, VII 4.3] . It is truncated at K 1 (T ) since the succeeding groups are torsion free by [1, IX 1.4] . This gives us our result since (by, for instance, the snake lemma) the cokernel at the top right is isomorphic to the kernel at the bottom left.
(ii) This is clear from the above diagram and follows from the explicit construction of the connecting homomorphism ∂.
We note the immediate corollary:
Corollary 8.2. Let p be a prime and ∆ be a finite abelian group of order prime to p.
Proof. Consider the cartesian square:
(27)
where ζ is a pth root of 1, π 1 is induced by an isomorphism C p ∼ = ζ and π 2 by the trivial character on C p . Since It can be quite difficult to determine the structure of DT(B) from the sequence of Theorem 8.1(i) when both the image and the cokernel of ∂ are non-trivial. An easy case is the following. 
Proof. We have a commutative diagram with exact second row
where τ is the natural projection. Since τ and π A2 are split π A2 τ is split and hence so is η.
We continue our analysis of theorem Theorem 8.1 a little further to expose an easy case where the canonical epimorphism Choose x ∈ DT(B) and y ∈ K 1 (A 1 ) such that nr A1 (y) = γ(x). Then
Of course, ifρ i is surjective then DT(A 1 ) = {1} = DT(A 2 ).
The following lemma is useful in applying Theorem 8.1 when the SK 1 's do not vanish. What we would like is some easy-to-handle homomorphism ν : K 1 (T ) → U whose kernel is the image of the SK 1 's. . . Lemma 8.5. Let A be an order in a semisimple Q p -algebra A and let ρ : A → T be a ring epimorphism where T is finite. Suppose that we have a group U and homomorphisms ν and ρ making a commutative square:
where the first map is induced by k 1 (ρ) • nr
A and the second by ν. (ii) So if ker(ρ ) = nr(ker(k 1 (ρ))) we have an exact sequence
(iii) In particular, this will hold if T is semisimple and the kernel of ρ is a pro-p-group.
Proof. (i) and (ii)
. We may complete the square to a commutative diagram with exact rows:
) and, by the snake lemma, coker(ρ ) ∼ = ker(ρ )/nr(ker(k 1 (ρ))).
(iii) If T is semisimple, then Z(T ) will be a sum of finite fields of characteristic p. Thus K 1 (T ) ∼ = Z(T ) × , and hence the middle group in the sequence of (i) will be of order prime to p. So the first group in the sequence, which is a p-group by assumption, must be trivial.
To help construct and use a suitable homomorphism ν, as above, we develop further machinery based on the relationship between certain determinant maps and the corresponding reduced norms. Definition 8.6. Let A be a ring which is finitely generated and projective as a module over a commutative (but not necessarily central) subring R. We denote by det R (= det A,R ) the composite
of restriction and determinant homomorphisms.
Lemma 8.7. Suppose that R and A, as in the above definition, are Z p -orders in semisimple algebras E and A, respectively (with E ⊂ A). Let x ∈ K 1 (A) with imagē x in K 1 (A). Then one has
(ii) det R (x) = 1 for x ∈ SK 1 (A).
Proof. (i) is clear since the ring extensions ⊗ R E and ⊗ A A are both given by extension of scalars functor ⊗ Z Q.
(ii) If x ∈ SK 1 (A), then nr A (x) = 1. Since nr A is injective this impliesx = 1. So det R (x) = det E (x) = 1.
Let Γ be a finite group. We recall that a Γ-Galois algebra, L, is a direct sum of fields on which Γ acts by ring automorphisms, so that Γ permutes the field summands of L transitively and the stabilizer of each summand acts faithfully on that summand. The fixed ring L Γ is then a field (essentially a "diagonal" embedding of the fixed field of a summand) and dim L Γ (L) = |Γ|. It is convenient to note that if K is one of the field summands and ∆ is its stabilizer then L is isomorphic, as a Γ-ring, to the co-induced ring Map ∆ (Γ, K) of ∆-equivariant maps (∆ acting on the left) from Γ to K with Γ action defined by γ(f ) : γ → f (γ γ).
If the group Γ acts on the ring S by ring automorphisms and ψ is a 2-cocycle in Z 2 (Γ, S × ) then the twisted group ring (also known as a crossed product algebra) S ψ Γ is the free S-module
on the symbols {γ : γ ∈ G} with multiplication defined by the ruleŝ γδ = ψ(γ, δ) γδ,γr = γ(r)γ for γ, δ ∈ Γ and r ∈ S. If the cocycle is trivial then we may omit it from the notation.
If S is co-induced from a subgroup of Γ, as with a Galois algebra, then this construction produces a ring isomorphic to a matrix ring over a twisted group ring formed with the subgroup: Lemma 8.8. Let Γ be a finite group with subgroup ∆, of index n. Suppose that ∆ acts on a commutative ring R by ring automorphisms and put S for the co-induced ring
where
Proof. Take a left transversal T = {τ 1 , . . . , τ n } of ∆ in Γ. Let e ∈ S be the chacteristic function of ∆ (so e(γ) is 1 if γ ∈ ∆ and is 0 otherwise). Then e i := τ i (e) is the characteristic function of ∆τ
i . Moreover, the e i are mutually orthogonal idempotents and add up to 1. Thus, putting Φ = S ψ Γ, for brevity, we have
where Λ = eΦe. Now Mat n (Λ) = ⊕ i,j ΛE i j , where the E i j are the (additive) elementary matrices. So we have a group isomorphism ρ : Mat n (Λ) −→ Φ given by ρ(λE i,j ) =τ i λτ −1 j . Moreover, for λ, λ ∈ Λ = eΦe,
replicating the behaviour of the λE i j . So ρ is a ring isomorphism, also. Now
since, for γ, δ ∈ ∆, we have eγδ = eψ(γ, δ) γδ. Moreover, evaluation at 1 Γ gives a ∆-isomorphism from Se to R. So Λ ∼ = R ψ ! ∆.
(Of course, in the situation of the lemma, the map from
Corollary 8.9. Assume the notation of Lemma 8.8. a) S ψ Γ is simple, a maximal order or hereditary if and only if R ψ ! ∆ is. b) Let R = K be field on which ∆ acts faithfully. Then S ψ Γ is simple. c) Let R be a Dedekind domain with a quotient field K as in b). Let R = R ∆ and suppose that R is an R -order. Then S ψ Γ is an hereditary or maximal R -order according as R is tamely ramified or unramified over R .
Proof. Assertion a) is immediate from Lemma 8.8 because the properties of being simple, maximal or heriditary hold for a ring Λ if and only if they hold for Mat n (Λ). b) That K ψ ! ∆ is a simple algebra is a standard result (see e.g. [16, 29.6] where
The simplicity of S ψ Γ follows from part a).
In the same way we deduce part c) from [8, (28.5) and (28.7)].
Lemma 8.10. Suppose that A = L ψ Γ is a twisted group ring where L is a finite direct sum of Γ-Galois algebras and ψ is a 2-cocycle of Γ with coefficients in L × .
(ii) Suppose A is a subring of A which is projective over R = A ∩ L and such that the product map L ⊗ R A → A is bijective. Then, for x ∈ K 1 (A),
(iii) If a is an ideal of R such that aA = Aa then we have a commutative square
where R = R/a, A = A/aA, ρ : A → A is the reduction map and σ is its restriction. (iv) If R is a Γ-invariant subring of L such that ψ has coefficients in R × , A = R ψ Γ and a is a Γ-invariant ideal of R, then the conditions of (ii) and (iii) hold.
Proof. (i) We may assume that L is a single Galois algebra, since the general case follows easily. So L is isomorphic as a ring to K n for some field K and we may assume that L = Map ∆ (Γ, K) where ∆ ⊆ Γ acts on K as a Galois group.
Suppose first that ∆ = {1}. With R = K and S = L, we adopt the notation of the proof of Lemma 8.8. Then we may identify Λ with K and A = Φ Mat n (K). Put e ij =τ i eτ
(so e i = e ii ). Then, with f j = i e ij , we find that A is free on f = {f 1 , . . . , f n } over L = ⊕ i Ke i .
Choose µ ∈ A × and letμ ∈ Aut A (A) be right multiplication by µ. With ρ as in Lemma 8.8 
In the general case put F = L Γ , identified naturally with
N is a Γ-Galois algebra which is "completely split" as above and we can apply the above work to
Thus det L (µ) = nr(µ), as required.
Parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) are immediate. (i) Then we have an exact sequence
where (det R ) is induced by det R (ii) Suppose, further, that we have a cartesian square as in Theorem 8.1 such that ρ 1 : A 1 → T is ρ : A → A as above and that (a) ker(ρ) ∩ nr(A × ) = nr(ker(k 1 (ρ)) and (b) A 2 is projective over a commutative subring R 2 such that ρ 2 (R 2 ) ⊆ R and A ∼ = R ⊗ R2 A 2 . Then we have an exact sequence
where, for
Proof. (i) In Lemma 8.5, take ρ : A → T to be ρ : A → A , ν = det R and ρ : nr(A × ) → (R ) × to be the restriction of σ (and hence of ρ). Then ker(ρ ) = ker(ρ) ∩ nr(A × ) and the result follows.
(ii) From A ∼ = R ⊗ R2 A 2 we deduce
for all x ∈ K 1 (A 2 ). Hence k 1 (ρ 2 )(ker(det R2 )) ⊆ ker(det R ). In addition, by Lemma 8.7 we have
We consider the exact diagram with exact rows
By (a) we have nr A (ker(k 1 (ρ))) = ker(ρ ), so that
By Theorem 8.1(i) we have
The exact sequence follows now since
, as is implied by the snake lemma applied to diagram (29).
Moreover if x ∈ nr(A × ) and y ∈ K 1 (A) such that nr(y) = x then
as required. We are now in position to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2 The alternating group A 4 is the semidirect product V C 3 of the Klein group by a group of order 3 acting faithfully. Correspondingly,
, where s is the sum of the elements of V and C 3 permutes the factors of QV /(s) which is, therefore, a C 3 -Galois algebra.
So
(ii) Pushing out the projections given by the central idempotents of Q 2 A 4 , we obtain the following cartesian square:
We put A 1 = (Z 2 V /(s)) C 3 and observe that both DT(Z 2 C 3 ) and SK 1 (Z 2 C 3 ) are trivial, by Theorem 2.2(iv) and (v). Therefore Theorem 8.1 gives us the exact sequence:
Now Z(A 1 ) = Z 2 and the reduced norm (of QA 1 ) restricted to the centre is just cubing. But Z × 2 is a pro-2-group and so the cubing map Z
is an isomorphism. Thus, simply by considering elements in the centre, we can conclude that
Again, virtually the same argument shows that
Lemma 8.13. Let R be a semisimple ring, Γ a finite group which acts on R by ring automorphisms and ψ ∈ Z 2 (G, R × ). Suppose that there exists an element u ∈ R such that Tr Γ (u) := γ∈Γ γ(u) = 1. Then R ψ Γ is semisimple.
Theorem 8.14. Suppose that p is a prime, C p = σ is a cyclic group of order p, Γ is a finite group, Γ is a quotient of Γ and L is a p-adic Γ-Galois algebra which is unramified over Q p . Let Γ act on C p so that the total action of Γ on LC p is faithful. Put S for the maximal order of L and B = (SC p ) Γ, where is a 2-cycle in Z 2 (Γ, S × ). Then DT(B) ∼ = (S Γ /(p)) × and π B splits.
Proof. Consider a Cartesian square of ring epimorphisms:
(34)
with ζ a pth root of 1 and π 1 is induced by an isomorphism C p ∼ = ζ . Name the rings in the square B, A 1 , A 2 and T as in the square (26). The summands of L[ζ] are tame extensions of those of L and thus the orders A 1 and A 2 are hereditary by Corollary 8.9. Therefore DT(A 1 ) and DT(A 2 ) are trivial by Theorem 2.2(iv). In particular, nr(A
× . Take the square (34) to be that of Corollary 8.11(ii), with R = S[ζ], a = (1 − ζ) and, up to an obvious isomorphism, R = S/(p). Then condition (b) is satisfied by taking R 2 = S. Since p is unramified in S, the ring R is a finite sum of fields and therefore semisimple. Moreover there exists u ∈ R such that Tr Γ (u) = 1, so that by Lemma 8.13 we conclude that T is semisimple. In addition, ker(ρ) ∩ R × = 1 − (1 − ζ)R is a pro-p-group so, by Remark 8.12, condition (a) of Corollary 8.11 is satisfied and the result follows by Corollary 8.11. Proof. We can represent Q p ∆ as a direct sum ij F ij of p-adic fields where, for each i, {F ij } is an orbit under the action of Γ. The sum L i = j F ij of an orbit is then a Galois algebra for some quotient Γ i of Γ. Since the order of ∆ is prime to p the Galois algebras L i are unramified. Now Z p ∆ is the maximal order in Q p ∆ and so is the direct sum of the maximal orders S i in each L i . Morover ψ splits up as the sum of 2-cocycles ψ i in Z 2 (Γ, S × i ). Thus
Hence, by Theorem 8.14,
as required.
Taking ∆ = {1} we have Henceforth we assume n = 3, so that |G| = 8m with odd m. Then with the same notation as before
, if G is dihedral, and therefore, in either case DT(S 1 C 4 ψ Γ) ∼ = C 2 2 . Suppose that 1 < d | m. We have a cartesian square:
Since ρ 1 )) ).
